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New Products Help Traditional

I

nterestingly enough, one of the
most exciting developments in
traditional archery this season is
the strong growth. In these tough economic times you’d think everyone
would be down, but traditional
archery growth is still strong. What’s
really interesting is where the majority
of that growth is coming from.
According to the largest suppliers of
traditional archery equipment, much
of this growth is coming from mainstream compound archers as more
and more of them give traditional
bows a try.
Those of us who have been a part
of the traditional archery business
since the 1970’s remember well the
tremendous growth surge of the late
1980’s and 1990’s. Traditional archery
went from total obscurity to a permanent segment of our industry.
Through the years there has been a
consistent comment from consumers
and dealers alike, This traditional
archery stuff is really catching on. We
agree. Now more than ever it seems
that traditional archery is poised for
another growth cycle. It depends who
you ask, but experts agree that the traditional market share is between 10
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percent and 20 percent of the total
archery market. With so many compound shooters adding traditional
equipment to their arsenal, the potential for new business can’t be ignored.
Many dealers are already cashing in
on the traditional side of the market
and they’re looking forward to another big year in 2010.
What about bows? Consumers
are always excited to see what the new
season brings for bows and this year
they won’t be disappointed. Recurve
bows have come a long way since the
early years and today’s recurves are
better than ever. These new generation recurves are exceptionally fast,
easy to tune, and when utilizing the
ILF (International Limb Fitting)
attachment system, all risers and
limbs are interchangeable. An archer
might have a new Sky TDX riser and a
set of Black Max Carbon limbs from
TradTech/Lancaster Archery, or
maybe a new ILF riser from Morrison
Bows and competition limbs from
Win & Win. The ability to mix and
match risers and limbs is appealing to
retail customers and it’s an excellent
revenue source. Lee Vivian at
TradTech Archery/ Lancaster Archery
tells us that the ILF system is being
adopted by so many suppliers and
bowyers in this country that the consumer is really enjoying their mix and
match options. They find an ILF riser
they like and get it all set up for 3D
shooting and bowhunting, then since
swapping out limbs is so easy, they
pick up an extra set of lighter limbs for
target shooting and take advantage of
their local winter leagues. These guys
are now shooting all year long. (Hold

The Black Max carbon limbs from
TradTech/Lancaster Archery will fit any ILF
style riser on the market.

that thought! In the next issue of
ArrowTrade Magazine we’ll address
facilitating the transition of a compound shooter to traditional gear. In
that article we’ll discuss in more detail

The Raven longbow from Kustom King
Traditional Archery offers a quality longbow at a very modest price.
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By Todd Smith

Gear Continue Strong Sales
the bows that make that transition
easy.)
Have you ever heard of a bow
designed around an arrow/broadhead combination? The new O. L.
Adcock longbow from Alaska
Bowhunting Supply is billed as a highefficiency model designed around
their GrizzlyStik tapered carbon
arrows and single bevel broadheads.
This bow is intended for serious big
game hunting and offers a balance
between limb efficiency, smoothness,
and stability. O.L.
Adcock, who is wellknown for his world
record flight shooting
equipment, designed
the unique limbs. The
challenge was to create limbs that would
cast a heavy arrow
hard. They do! The
bows will be manufactured by Win & Win
because Win & Win’s
engineering
and
manufacturing capabilities are producing

PHOTO
LEFT: The
Tombow
recurve
from
Kustom
King is a
great
bow
priced
right for
young
archers.
PHOTO RIGHT: The new
GrizzlyStik O. L. Adcock longbow from Alaska Bowhunting
Supply is the first bow ever
designed around an arrow and
broadhead combination. Here
is the unique riser section.

the bows that now dominate the
world in target and Olympic competition. The one-of-a-kind carbon riser is
perfectly suited for this rugged hunting bow and the limbs will be available for 62 inch, 64 inch and 66 inch
bows with standard weights of 50-75
plus pounds. (Special orders for heavier bows will be accepted.)
There is always a strong demand
for quality longbows at affordable
prices and Kustom King Traditional
Archery offers several longbows that
fit that bill. Their Black Forest retails
for less than $300.00 and the Raven for
less than $500.00 but both bows are
high-energy deflex-reflex designs with
exotic hardwoods and clear fiberglass.
They have the look and feel of a custom bow without the custom bow
price. These are the kinds of bows to
have on your rack for folks who just
want to give traditional archery a try.
They get a great looking bow and they
can take what they saved on the bow
and pick up arrows, quivers, and other
accessories. Kustom King also has
quite a selection of sensible bows for
young archers and kids. One bow that

stands out is the Tombow. It’s an easy
to shoot reverse handled recurve with
hardwoods and clear glass that’s very
popular with the young shooters.
Remember to have some bows on
hand for kids, even if it’s the solid
fiberglass kind. Throughout the year,
there are many impulse buys on
archery equipment for kids.
When it comes to arrows and
broadheads there’s a lot going on but
the line between what has been
thought of as modern or traditional
equipment is no longer black and
white. We have seen an encouraging
overlapping of equipment. Not only
have cut on contact broadheads seen
more acceptance with compound
shooters, the new single bevel broadheads are really catching on.
According to Garrett Schlief at Alaska
Bowhunting Supply, “We estimate
that over 70 percent of the
bowhunters purchasing our single
bevel broadheads are compound
shooters.” He found that once compound shooters tried them on really
big game, they were sold. Then they
told their friends.
There have been many new
entries into the broadhead market
this year. The most unusual being the
two-blade single bevel broadheads.
They are creating quite a buzz. The
arrow lethality reporting by Dr. Ed
Ashby for the past 27 years has clearly
shown the effectiveness of single
bevel broadheads on tough tissue,
meat, and bone. As more and more

The new Woodsman Elite in glue-on and screw-in, from
3Rivers Archery, has taken the original Woodsman to
the next level.
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bowhunters share their success stories, word of mouth has been driving
consumer demand and manufacturers have been responding to that
demand in a big way.
Alaska
Bowhunting Supply introduced 12
new single bevel broadheads including the Ashby, a design based specifically on Dr. Ed Ashby’s recommendations. This year the Grizzly Broadhead
Company is releasing its re-designed
Grizzly broadheads in both right and
left bevel, STOS broadheads is working on their entry into the field and
ABowyer, Eclipse, Steel Force, Tusker,
and Zwickey are already selling their
own single bevel designs. Single bevel
broadheads are available in screw-in
and glue-on styles in weights from 100
grains to 315 grains. They’ve taken
their rightful place as one of the most
effective designs ever and as we’ve
seen, they’re not just for the traditional bow set-ups.
Several new three-blade broadheads have hit the streets as well. The
3Rivers Archery Woodsman Elite has
taken the original Woodsman broadhead to the next level. The new

The Hammer small game head from
3Rivers Archery nails small game.
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Woodsman Elite’s are machined
from a solid steel bar and have no
seams or weak spots. They’re
advertised as hunting sharp right
from the package and the flight
characteristics are reported to be
excellent. They’re Teflon coated
and available in screw-in or glueon models in weights of 100 to 250
grains.
Speaking of broadheads,
there’s a new kid on the block,
Vantage Point Archery. They’ve The new VPA Terminator broadheads with no
introduced the VPA Terminator vents are stronger, silent in flight, and soon to
line of 3-blade broadheads. They’re be color coded by weight.
all milled from solid steel bar stock,
but most of the Terminators are not Point Archery is a manufacturer, so if
vented. Vantage Point contends that you’d like to have them create a signaby eliminating vent holes you have a ture broadhead for you, contact them
stronger broadhead that won’t catch directly for details.)
Small game heads are actually
on bone during penetration. Tests also
show
that
the
non-vented strong sellers and there are two new
Terminators are deadly quiet in flight. offerings that do double duty as effecAll VPA Terminator broadheads are tive stump shooting heads as well. The
Teflon coated and available in screw- hardened steel Hammer from 3Rivers
in and glue-on models in weights Archery is available in glue-on and
from 100 to 300 grains. (Note: Vantage screw-in versions from 100 to 250
grains and according to them, they
call it the Hammer because it “nails”
small game.
Vantage Point Archery just
released the SGT (Small Game
Thumper). It’s made from durable
hardened steel with a hollow-point
The SGT small game thumper from
nose that magnifies the blunt force
Vantage Point Archery is devastating on
trauma effect and five sharp talons
small game and an excellent choice for
that grab and help quickly dispatch
stump shooting.
small game. The claws also help keep
this head from burying in the ground
or grass so as a stump shooting head
it’s excellent. They’re available in glueon and screw-in versions from 100 to
250 grains
Flemish strings are used by most
traditional shooters and even though
there is a big market for selling readymade Flemish strings, many stick bow
shooters still like to save money by

Vantage Point Archery offers custom
broadheads in screw-in or glue-on models.
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Alaska
Bowhunting
Supply now
offers twelve
varieties of single bevel
broadheads
from 100 to 315
grains.

making their own strings. To make the
Flemish string building process easier,
Brownell Archery introduced a totally
new concept in Flemish string jigs.
This jig is adjustable with a twist of the
wrist and easy to use. The handy
upright spool holder keeps your string
material in place and allows easy
spooling as you lay out your bundles.
The jig can be held in your hands or
clamped to a table if you prefer a more
static working platform. Made from
strong yet lightweight anodized aluminum, the Brownell Flemish string
jig will last several lifetimes. Every jig
comes with easy to follow directions
and will be offered individually or as a
complete string making kit.
Here is some great news for traditional shooters and target archers

who like to really match their arrows
to tight tolerances. Bearpaw just
released a new electronic spine tester.
It’s the result of diligent German engi-

neering and as you might expect it’s
the Mercedes Benz of spine testers.
The load-cell quickly and accurately
measures arrow deflection and dis-
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Brownell's radical new
Flemish string jig is the first
of its kind ever offered.

Nothing
escapes
a Predator
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plays the result on an easy to read
LCD display. You can adjust the readout for either pounds, or actual
deflection. No more using confusing
conversion charts, or trying to figure
out just which line the needle is really
pointing to. With the Bearpaw electronic spine tester you’ll always know
the exact spine of your arrows.
Bearpaw is also offering a new
Super Feather Cutter. They take great
pride in their German design and
believe their Super Feather Cutter is
the most precise feather chopper ever
made. The mechanical cutting
process is effortless and the cutting
process is very safe. Interchangeable
blades are available in the following

Bearpaw's
electronic
spine tester
makes spinning arrows
much easier
and faster!

shapes: shield, parabolic, Indian, and
banana. The Bearpaw digital spine
tester and the Super Feather Cutter
will be available from Kustom King
Traditional Archery and TradTech/
Lancaster Archery.
DVD’s are very popular
with traditional archers. One
of the most successful series
ever is the Masters of the
Barebow collection from
Vision Quest Productions.
There are three volumes
packed with interviews with
some of the top recurve and
longbow shooters in the
country. From simple self
bows and Howard Hill’s style
shooting to gap shooting and
face walking with the new
high-tech recurves, it’s all in
Bearpaw's new feather cutter, with interchangeable there. You can’t talk about trablades, is a vast improvement over its competition.
ditional DVD’s without mentioning the Primal Dreams

DEER & TURKEY EXPOS. . . Unbeatable face-to-face marketing!
2010 Hunting Heartland
24th Annual
February 12-14, 2010
Michigan Deer & Turkey
Spectacular

LANSING, MI

20th Annual
Feb. 26-28, 2010
Illinois Deer & Turkey Classic

BLOOMINGTON, IL
State Turkey Calling Championship

18th Annual
March 19-21, 2010
Ohio Deer & Turkey Expo

COLUMBUS, OH

State Turkey Calling Championship

26th Annual
April 9-11, 2010
Wisconsin Deer & Turkey Expo

MADISON, WI

1-800-324-3337

www.deerinfo.com

FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT
COMPLEMENTS ALL OTHER MARKETING AND ADVERTISING EFFORTS.
Reach 100,000 potential customers & word-of-mouth sales ambassadors!

HERE’S HOW YOU BENEFIT ...

• Customer contact here is your major
face-time marketing channel.
• Reach 45% of U.S. deer/turkey market ...
multi-state market saturation.
• Jump-start your marketing and sales
programs here.
• Advertise in advance to build booth traffic;
make exhibiting more effective.
• Word-of-mouth advertising begins here.
• Exhibit w/ a dealer to maximize sell-through.
NEW PRODUCTS
SPECIAL DISPLAY

free to manufacturer-exhibitors

MANUFACTURERS...

• Introduce your new products
at FREE new-product display
area ... see photo below
• Build your brand name
and brand loyalty
• Build new markets; increase
your market share
• Sign up and sell to dealers

TRADESHOW FRIDAY
• 2pm-9pm dealers & public
• Dealer reservations – go to
www.deerinfo.com &
click on Tradeshow Friday
• All dealers invited

We deliver

BOWHUNTERS!

See our website for exhibiting & advertising info, floor plans, attendee demographics
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DVD from Brothers of the Bow. That’s
a DVD that anyone will enjoy, even
non-hunters. It’s more a documentary
of why we hunt. The footage is spectacular and the quality reminds you of
a National Geographic program.
Just released is a special DVD
from Straight Arrow Productions
called The Journey Begins. This DVD
has fantastic nature footage and documents the journey of young Lucas
Apel as he becomes a bowhunter and
takes his first big game animal. Every
hunter should have a copy of this DVD
to share with any kids that might be
interested in learning to hunt. The
kids love it and it’s a movie that adults
will enjoy as well. Here’s what folks are
saying about it:
“A must-have for young hunters
and mentors alike,” is how this video
was viewed by NRAhuntersrights.org.
“My son Brian and I watched your
video last night. He loved it, especially
the ‘Where’s Lucas’ part and wants to
know when I can take him deer hunting. It’s nice to watch a hunting DVD
that’s not just impact shots and that
gets kids excited.” - Brian Spencer,
Ohio
This DVD reaches out to all young
kids and gets them fired up about
hunting. If you have a DVD-TV set up
in your shop to showcase DVD’s add
one of these to your play list and the
DVD will sell itself.
With all things considered, it
makes sense that the traditional market is still growing. When the economy
slumps, folks tend to step back to a
more simple lifestyle. Archery has
proven itself as a strong seller during
economic downturns so keeping a
supply of traditional equipment on
hand makes sense and, as you can
see, there are many new products for
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the traditional crowd in your area. Of
course your customers will tell you
what they’re looking for and with so
many of the traditional products
crossing over into the compound
market, you’ll reach more customers
than ever. Here’s to a fantastic year in
2010!
By the way, if you’d like to stay in
touch with what’s going on the consumer side of traditional archery the
Internet is a good source of information. There are three retail magazines
with
an
online
presence;

TradBow.com, PrimitiveArcher.com,
and TradArchersWorld.com. You
might also try the online traditional
archery discussion forums like;
Leatherwall.Bowsite.com,
TradGang.com, TradRag.com and
TradTalk.com.
For contact information on the
products mentioned above you can
visit the company websites by typing
in these addresses:
3RiversArchery.com

AlaskaBowhunting.com
BrothersoftheBow.com
BrownellArchery.com
CarbonTechArrows.com
(Win & Win Bows)
KustomKingArchery.com
LancasterArchery.com
MorrisonArchery.com
SkyArchery.com
StraightArrowProductionsLLC.com
TradTechArchery.com
VPArchery.com

Dr. Ed Ashby

The Masters of the Barebow DVD series
is one of the best selling of all time. The
author believes every hunting family
should have The Journey Begins DVD in
their home to share with kids who may
someday become bowhunters.

WHEN YOU’RE READY FOR

SOMETHING BIGGER!
s GrizzlyStik "OWS !RROWS  "ROADHEADS
s ABS Exclusive! 3ILVER &LAME "ROADHEADS
s 0OWER "ROADHEAD 3HARPENERS

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828
Outdoor Sports Marketing Group 877-483-4942
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